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Objectives

1. Build a casual environment for younger community members to collaborate.
2. Create leadership opportunities for junior researchers.
3. Encourage junior researchers to gain experience in running OHDSI projects.
4. Invite community members to discuss and present research
5. Provide educational resources and a space to learn interactively and collaboratively
Recap

Current:

- 10 members
- 3 meetings (May, June, July 2021)

1. Learned how to use the PatientLevelPrediction package and how to run a PLP study using Atlas
2. Brainstormed with Roux Institute on how to educate and disseminate OHDSI information
Goals for 2021

• Work with Roux Institute to advance OHDSI education
  • (e.g. create a condensed version of the Book of OHDSI for beginners)
• Organize demos on how to use all the tools in OHDSI (e.g. HADES packages, Atlas, etc.)
• Invite researchers to present on various topics (e.g. standard ETL process)
• Create a centralized repository to store code that newcomers can use when they are just getting started
• Draft our own study protocol
We are calling for collaborators!

• Monthly Meetings (second Monday and Wednesday of each month)
  • [Europe – East Coast – West Coast] hemisphere: Mondays 1pm UK time
  • [East Coast – West Coast – Asia] hemisphere: Wednesdays 4pm GMT +9

• Please contact:
  • Faaizah Arshad
    • faaizaha23@g.ucla.edu
  • Ross Williams
    • r.williams@erasmusmc.nl
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